PT NEEDED $70K
Call or text 435-979-2742

Change your life in the mountain desert of Southeast Utah. Blanding, UT (Pop. 4000) just might be your new hometown! Pine and aspen covered mountains are 20 minutes away from your doorstep. Hunting, 4-wheeling, fishing, hiking and camping in beautiful wilderness are all just minutes away.

$5 K Sign-on Bonus for 2 year commitment.
WE LOVE NEW GRADS! Call Richard Ward, PT @ 435-979-2742

Build your resume! You’d be seeing orthopedic patients in clinics, some home health care, and post-surgical inpatients. NO SNF work. Applicants must be able to obtain a Utah license, be personable and be able to work efficiently when unsupervised. If you’re a go-getter, we want YOU! Full time position. Annual Salary starting at $70k for new graduates. Mileage paid for all work-related driving. We offer medical, dental, vision and malpractice insurance, as well as an IRA match, long and short term disability coverage, and competitive PTO.